Comp 5 Active
Ideen, die man hört

Product Information
On the pulse of time - there you'll find AUDIUM products!
Such is the Comp 5 Active - an active version of our awarded full
range speaker Comp 5. The active version makes a power amplifier
obsolete. You can connect your audio source e.g. a network streamer
or your PC directly to the loudspeaker.
This is made possible by a specially designed amplifier module.
It powers the full-range driver and the oval 6x9" woofer mounted in the
bottom plate of the loudspeaker through a 30W and 100W digital
amplifier respectively. The integrated DSP performs the work of a
classical crossover network and additionally allows an adaptation of
the speaker to your listening room and your personal listening
preferences.
The AiM software, an interactive user manual makes the installation
and set up of the speaker mere child's play.
AUDIUM - on the pulse of time!

Connection

Power Supply

Simply connect the Comp 5 Active with a
cinch-cable to your audio source.
This could be a network streamer, a PC, or
an iPod or Apple TV (just to name a few).
Processing and amplification of the audio
signal is performed by the integrated
amplifier with a DSP. You can make
adaptations of the speaker to your listening
room and to your personal preferences. The
integrated bass-management extends the
deep bass capabilities of the loudspeaker.

The 150W power supply is a
compact external box. It has
been specially optimised for the
use with the Comp 5 active.

In the future, enhancements to the Comp 5
Active will include a digital input and a
wireless version, both now being developed
and will soon be available.
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The separation of the power
supply from the loudspeaker
prevents interspersion and
allows additional flexibility.
The auto-Standby circuit of the
amplifier reduces the current
consumption when you are not
listening to music.
We also take care of the
environment!
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Software

AiM - the AUDIUM interactive
Manual is a software for your
PC which combines user
manual and configuration
software in one application.
You will get to know everything
important about your
loudspeaker and you can also
configure the amplifier.
All without the need of extra
cabling! Simply connect your
PC with your audio-system,
switch the speaker into the
configuration mode, and there
you go!
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